Introduction.
For any positive integer m set £ m = exp(2π//m) and let G(m) denote the group of reduced residues modulo m. For any congruence subgroup A defined modulo m, let A be the canonical set of least non-negative integral representatives for the elements of A. Now fix a congruence subgroup H defined modulo m and of order /. Choose integers t λ -\ 9 
t 29 ...,t e to represent the e -φ(m)/f cosets of H in G(m).
The circular numbers I consider the general question of determining the coefficients of the minimal polynomial for a sum of circular numbers of the form (1) . Specifically let C denote a finite set of k positive integers (repetitions allowed), and consider the sum (3) θ= 2 ( Σ C)> of circular numbers (1) .
If θ has degree e over the rational field Q then its minimal polynomial has the form (2) and equals g(x) = Πf =1 (x -0 (O ), where for 1 < / < e, It is well known from the theory of equations [2] that the coefficients a r of g(x) can be computed in terms of the symmetric power sums S n = Σ(θ (ι) S n _ ff+1 + aβ n _ e = 0 ( Λ > e).
To compute the power sums I must introduce certain functions T n (m 9 d). Specifically for each positive d\m 9 let T n (m 9 d) equal the number of times a relation (6) GCD ( D. H. and E. Lehmer [5] have recently found curious linear recursion relations among the beginning coefficients of the minimal polynomials for certain circular numbers of the form (1) with H cyclic of order /< 4, where m is a product of two distinct primes. For instance, if m = 35 and H is the cyclic congruence group of order / = 2 generated by 29 modulo 35, then the circular number £ 35 + £™ has minimal polynomial Its initial coefficients 1, -1, 2, -3, 5, -8, 13 are the first seven terms of the alternating Fibonacci sequence. The theory I describe in § §2-4 can be applied to study the presence of such linear recursion relations. In the concluding section of the paper I explain in broad generality this curious phenomenon detected by the Lehmers.
Minimal polynomials for circular numbers.
Before explicitly determining the power sums used in (5) to compute the coefficients of the minimal polynomial for the circular numbers given in (1) and (3), I first wish to give conditions that ensure that the circular numbers in (1) are all distinct, and thus of algebraic degree e over Q. This entails describing the notion of a conductor for congruence groups.
As before, G(m) denotes the group of reduced residues modulo m. From duality theory there is a one-to-one correspondence between congruence subgroups of G{m) and groups of numerical characters realizable modulo m. If Ω is any group of numerical characters that can be realized modulo m, I shall denote its realization modulo mbyΩ(m). The smallest modulus/ = /(Ω) for which Ω can be realized is, of course, the conductor of Ω. In view of the duality just mentioned a congruence group A is said to be realizable modulo m if its corresponding group Ω of numerical characters is realizable modulo m. In this case I shall denote that congruence group which corresponds to Ω(m) by A(m). The group A(m) is called the realization of A modulo m. The conductor of A is then the smallest modulus f -f{A) for which A can be realized, and is, of course, equal to the conductor of the corresponding group of numerical characters. For instance if A = ^4(12) with A -{1,5}, then the corresponding group Ω = Ω(12) of numerical characters is generated by the numerical character χ given by if *Ξ 1,5 (mod 12), if/= 7, 11 (mod 12), otherwise.
Hence both A and Ω have conductor /= 4 with ^4(4) = {1} and Ω(4) = (x), where χ(t) coincides with the Jacobi symbol ( -\/t) for / odd. Now if the congruence subgroup H in (1) has conductor ra, then it corresponds through elementary classfield theory to the subfield K of Q(ζ m ) left fixed by the group of Galois actions σ x : ξ m -* &" (x in H). Indeed η -Σ^^ £* = Tr β(^)/A -(ξ m ). It can be shown that η generates the subfield K and hence has degree e over Q. (See the appendix for details of the proof of this fact.)
I am now ready to verify that the power sums S n in (5) satisfy (7) . I shall always assume that the congruence group H has conductor m, and that the set C has been chosen so that θ in (3) has algebraic degree e over the rationals Q. (8) s n (d) = Σ n7.
Note though that the polynomial Πfi^ί* -τj f ), which is determined from the values S n (d), need not be the minimal polynomial of TJ, but perhaps some power of it. Indeed, the stipulation that H have conductor m and the choice of the set C in (3) does not guarantee that η will have algebraic degree e(d) over Q. Since the group H d need not be of conductor d, it is even possible that η = 0. In any case, the power sums S n (d) can be evaluated from an analog of (7): where for any δ \ d, T n (d, δ) equals the number of times a relation
is satisfied by a choice of tuples (c l9 c 2 ,... ,c π ) in C n and (x,, x 2 ,.. (10) 
n times the number of solutions of c λ x λ + +c n x n = 0 (mod d') with x z in H d . one has
(.4)
Summing in equation (13) Before deriving the formulas for the T n (m 9 d) 9 I need two additional results. 9 where the sum is over d'.
Since the above lemmas are proved in a straightforward manner, exploiting the multiplicativity of the functions μ and φ, I shall omit their proofs.
Denoting the greatest common divisor and least common multiple functions by ( , ) In particular,
Proof. Using (12) I first derive an alternate form of (9) which can be inverted to yield (16). Explicitly
from (12) or equivalently upon interchanging the order of summation, (35) Thus the {Γ π (35)} satisfy the recursion T n+n = 99Γ n+14 + 3713Γ n+7 -1287;. Alternatively one finds that T n (35) = ^(2" + 2L n ) if 71 n, otherwise 0, where {L n |«>0} is the alternating Lucas sequence -1, 3, -4, 7, -11, 18, -29,....
Multiplicative properties of S n (d) and T n (d,δ).
Here I investigate certain multiplicative properties of the functions S n (d) and T n (d, δ) discussed in the previous section and give some explicit computations. I assume the congruence subgroup H of conductor m and the set C is fixed throughout as before. For any tuple c -(c l5 c 2 ,...,c π ) in C n and any divisors 8\d\m let T n (c,d,8) denote Proof. I first note that from the definition of the congruence subgroups
is just that obtained from the Chinese Remainder Theorem for finding the least nonnegative solutions x of each of the systems of congruences given by 
Consequently the relations e(dd') = e(d)e(d') and f(dd
Proof. Statement (25) is clear from Proposition 1. In view of (8) COROLLARY 
Let H be the group of e-powers modulo a prime p so that θ in (I) is a Gauss period of degree f = (p -X)/efor p. Then

™-«.//)»'
and for f -4 Z?y
ifl\n, otherwise 0, D. H. Lehmer [5] attributes the case / = 2 in the above corollary to Sylvester, and he has found the cases / = 3 and 4. In the general case, formula (28) follows easily from (7) or (19) and is my result (10) in [3] . Only equation (29) needs to be proved but, in view of the comments made at the beginning of the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] , this is achieved by a straightforward counting argument involving multinomial coefficients. COROLLARY 
For distinct odd primes p and q let H be the congruence group determined from the set
%= {x G Z\x =±l (mod/?); x = 1 (mod^)}
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if (n,2q) if (n,2q) 02) *(/*)=, ,_ 1V1J ,_, {nM) The expressions for T n and S n in Corollaries 3 and 4 are easily obtained from Corollary 2 and Proposition 2. The last statement of Corollary 4 is proved by an argument similar to the one I employed to deduce Theorem 1 in [3] . In fact, the same techniques readily give the following generalization of Corollary 4. (31) and (33) to compute the power sums S n for a circular number θ of form (1) for which mis a product of two distinct primes and H is cyclic of order / < 4, the Lehmers [5] have shown that the beginning coefficients of its minimal polynomial are the initial part of a linear recurrence sequence B = {b n \n>0} which is readily determined from H. Moreover, for any positive integer s they construct circular numbers of similar type for which the first s + 1 coefficients of their minimal polynomials are identically Z? o , b l9 ... ,b s in the sequence B. These results can be deduced from formula (7) using the results of the previous section and completely generalized to treat sums of circular numbers in (3) without such restriction on the modulus m and choice of congruence subgroup H. I shall give this generalization next, but first I need an important lemma. 
COROLLARY 4. For distinct odd primes p and q let H be the intersection of the groups ±1 modulo p and q. The functions T n (pq) and S n {pq) associated to the circular number θ in (1) corresponding to H satisfy for n < p and q,
( n \ 2 n / 2 ) or 0 as2\nornot;(34)
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Proof. Clearly it is enough to show that the b n given in (35) Proof. I assert that for any 1 < w < j the sum S^/w) = μim^S^mo). Then from the Newton identities (5) The coefficients a x and a 2 agree with the sequence B above as expected from Theorem 2. Since 1 + 1 + 3 = 5 in (38) one cannot expect a 3 to agree.
For the choice C-{1} in Theorem 2 with m λ -l, a prime not dividing m 09 one sees from (26) that ^(m) = μ(m x )S n {m Q ) = -S n (m 0 ) for 1 < ft < #*!• It follows from Theorem 2 and the argument used in the proof of (26) 
Proof. It suffices to show that (2) implies (1) I assert that the τj f (1 < / < e) are all distinct. If not then t] λ -η t for some t -t t with / ¥= 1. Since there is no loss in generality in assuming that t is prime to A:, it follows that there is an automorphism σ of Q(i M ) given by the action ξ M -* ^ which fixes the η z . Then from (49), for any χ in Ω, τ(χ)° = ΣUiXViH = τ(χ r ) so τ(χ') -χ'(r)τ(χ f ) in (48). Thus if τ(χ') 7^0 then χ(t) = 1 since (/, fc) = 1. In view of (47) 
